Thank you for supporting our Mission of radically reducing chemicals in our homes by purchasing a Norwex Mop System.

Using and Caring for Your Mop System!

Assembling Your Mop System

Prior to attaching the mop pads to the Mop Base, you want to adjust the Telescopic Mop Handle to your height.

Loosen the handle by turning the locking mechanism to the open position. Extend the handle to chin height and turn the locking mechanism to the closed position.

Attach the base to the handle by depressing the push-buttons on the base and then sliding the handle onto the base until the push-buttons lock into the holes.

Moisten the Wet Mop Pad with water only prior to attaching it to the base. Wring out excess so the pad feels damp with no dripping water.

Press the base onto the pad making sure it is secure.

For cleaning areas such as walls or ceilings, adjust the length of the handle and lock the base by pushing both sides of the lever until it snaps into place.

Dry Mopping

The Dry Mop Pad has a thick pile and is constructed of our Norwex Microfiber. Using static electricity, the Mop Pad attracts even the tiniest particles of dirt, dust and hair, and traps them in the mop. We recommend dry mopping your floors before using the Wet Mop to pick up any loose particles. This will help preserve hardwoods and tile, plus reduce wear and tear on waxed surfaces.

Start mopping at the furthest point in the room, moving the mop in a figure-8 pattern back toward the exit or doorway. Keep the leading edge of the mop forward at all times to ensure all the collected dust remains on the same edge of the mop.

Caring for Your Dry Pads

To reduce the use of detergents, Norwex mop pads can be used more than once before laundering. After using, brush the Dry Mop Pad with the Norwex Rubber Brush over the trash can. You can also vacuum it or take it outside and shake it vigorously. When necessary, launder with other lint-free items using a Norwex laundry detergent.

Do not use bleach, fabric softener or dryer sheets when laundering your mop pads. Doing so will destroy the products’ ability to clean effectively.

Map Enhancements (sold separately)

Chenille Dry Mop Pad

Extra-long nubby chenille microfiber is statically charged to pick up and hold dirt, dust, pet hair and other large particles. Great for baseboards, walls and ceilings, too!

Ergo-Bend

Helps you effortlessly clean beneath couches, beds and other large furniture without having to bend, stoop or squat. Simply attach to your Mop Base and Telescopic Mop Handle to clean hard-to-reach areas.

Mop Conversion Kit

Converts your Mop Base to clean windows or ceilings with a Window Cloth, Envirowipe or Car Cloth.

Wet Mopping

The Wet Mop Pad is also constructed of Norwex Microfiber and removes up to 99% of bacteria from a surface using only water. It also contains our exclusive BacLock® micro silver antibacterial agent to inhibit bacterial odor, mold and/or mildew growth within the mop pad.

When you’ve finished dry mopping, remove the Dry Mop Pad and secure the moistened Wet Mop Pad onto the base. While wet mopping laminate and hardwood floors, always mop in the direction of the grain, using minimal moisture. If necessary, use a Norwex Spray Bottle to add moisture to the Wet Mop Pad. Do not spray water directly onto the floor.

Caring for Your Wet Pads

To reduce the use of detergents, Norwex mop pads can be used more than once before laundering. Rinse slightly dirty Wet Mop Pads in warm water, hang to dry and use again before laundering. When the front edge of the pad becomes soiled, launder with other lint-free items using a Norwex laundry detergent.

Do not use bleach, fabric softener or dryer sheets when laundering your mop pads. Doing so will destroy the products’ ability to clean effectively.
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Do not use bleach, fabric softener or dryer sheets when laundering your mop pads. Doing so will destroy the products’ ability to clean effectively.

Tile Mop Pad

Extra cleaning power, wet or dry, on hard surfaces. Special nylon fibers are woven into our microfiber pad to quickly and easily scrub dirt and debris from tile floors. Removes up to 99% of bacteria from a surface using only water.

Window Cloth Mop Pad

Made with the same microfiber as our Window Cloth, the Window Cloth Mop Pad helps you quickly and easily bring high windows to a sparkling shine. Removes up to 99% of bacteria from a surface using only water.

Rubber Brush

Easily cleans mop pads and removes hair, lint and other debris from textiles, car seats, furniture and more.

When following proper care and use instructions.

*This graphic is noted to differentiate those products that contain an antibacterial agent for self-cleansing purposes only. The agent is solely designed to inhibit odors from bacteria, mold and/or mildew growth within the product.